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Learn The Best Mug RecipesPreparing Delicious Mug Meals In 10 minutes or Less!Learn how to
prepare delicious and filling foods in only a couple of minutes. This book explains to you how to
use microwave friendly mugs to cook meals in single minutes and little more. You will learn from
this book the best mugs to use for this purpose, and also the most convenient ingredients to
use.You will also learn how to prepare mug recipes in a safe environment. At the end of it, you
will be able to tell when a mug is unsafe owing to the possibility of it releasing toxic chemicals
while cooking; and when its material is likely to be destroyed by the microwave heat.You will also
be able to tell when using a certain mug can be risky because of its material overheating. All
these tit bits are given in this book as the book prepares you for the actual mug recipes.Learn
also how to eat healthy even amidst lots of work by having options for mug recipes. This book
points out a wide variety of ingredients that do well in mug recipes.In fact, you will see that foods
from all categories nutritional groups are represented. And the ten mug recipes provided will
come in handy.Why You Must Have This Book!>In this book you will learn the best mugs to use
for your mug recipes.>This book will teach you to test if a mug is safe to use or not.>In this book
you will learn the most convenient ingredients to use in mug recipes.>This book will guide you
from preparation of ingredients through to actual cooking.>This book will teach how to follow
handle your microwave while cooking mug recipes.>In this book you will learn what ingredients
can be eaten raw.>This book will help you to learn how to choose ingredients with varying
nutrition.>This book will teach you how to make mug recipes in very few minutes.>This book will
give you a guideline on how to prepare meals conveniently even when tired.What you’ll Discover
from Mug Recipes* That mug recipes are not complicated in the least.* That you do not have to
eat unhealthy fast foods when you are short of time.* That you can teach your children how to
make mug recipes in your absence.* That foods that usually take hours to cook only take a few
minutes in mug recipes.* There is a long list of foods that you can make as mug recipes.* That
making a cake does not have to take eternity.* That you can prepare food that is delicious and
nutritious and still save on time.Want to Know More?Hurry! For a limited time you can download
“INSERT TITLE AND SUBTITLE" for a special discounted price of only $2.99Download Your
Copy Right Now! Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.—————TAGS:
Mug Recipes, Mug Cookbook, Mug Cakes, Mug Meals,Breakfast Mug Recipes,Lunch Mug
Recipes,Dinner Mug Recipes, Snack Mug Recipes, Healthy Mug Recipes, Homemade Mug
Recipes

About the AuthorSara Quessenberry is a cook, food stylist, recipe developer, and author. Sara
co-wrote The Good Neighbor Cookbook, which was voted Best Books 2011: Cooking by Library
Journal. She also collaborated on the New York Times best-seller The Can't Cook Book. She is



currently the food/web director of JessicaSeinfeld.com, a website for beginner cooks. Her next
collaboration with Seinfeld is Food Swings: 125+ Recipes to Enjoy Your Life of Virtue & Vice. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Mug Recipes10 Delicious Homemade DIY Mug Recipes You Can Make in 30 Minutes or Less!
Copyright © 2015All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without
permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in
reviews.DisclaimerNo part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying or recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, or transmitted by email without permission in writing from the
publisher.While all attempts and efforts have been made to verify the information held within this
publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for errors,
omissions, or opposing interpretations of the content herein. This book is for
entertainment purposes only. The views expressed are those of the author alone, and should not
be taken as expert instruction or commands. The reader of this book is responsible for his or her
own actions when it comes to reading the book.Adherence to all applicable laws and
regulations, including international, federal, state, and local governing professional licensing,
business practices, advertising, and all other aspects of doing business in the US, Canada, or
any other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader.Neither the author nor
the publisher assumes any responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of the purchaser or
reader of these materials.Any received slight of any individual or organization is purely
unintentional.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 - How to Make a Meal in MinutesChapter
2- Getting Ready for Mug RecipesChapter 3- Foods That Are Best Eaten RawChapter 4- First
Five Mug Recipes You Can Make In MinutesChapter 5- Next Five Mug Recipes You Can Make in
MinutesConclusionIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the
book, Mug Recipes.This book contains proven steps and strategies for guiding you in making
mug meals in just a couple of minutes. It lists the ingredients that you need for every recipe, and
also takes you through the simple steps that you need to take in order to do proper mixing of
your ingredients. For every mug recipe, this book gives you the exact time it takes to cook. You
will learn from this book that you can make virtually every meal category in a mug. This book
describes mug recipes that can fit well as breakfast; as lunch; and even as dinner.If you take the
time to read this book fully and apply the information provided, it will help you to make your own
mug recipes right at home. The home made mug recipes will save you meal preparation time
and also make it convenient for you to use the ingredients readily available in the house. After
grasping the lessons that are easily explained in this book, you will be able to make simple mug
recipes that you can take to the office, and save yourself precious lunch money.Thanks again for
downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1How to Make a Meal in MinutesWhy is
everyone not rushing for this? Maybe they have not discovered how to go about it? This making
of meals within minutes is so welcome considering that every day seems shrunken as dusk
approaches with so much pending. It is likely, really, that many people are still stuck on the
traditional cooking methods where you dice everything piece by piece and cook everything



separately on the fire. The good thing today is that technology has transformed life such that you
can make the same foods while slashing their cooking time by a massive three quarters!Wow!
Just imagine if the time taken to do every other thing – well, most – including traveling to the
office, went down by three quarters. You would accomplish a world of things in a day.Whatever
cooks fast must be intense. Is that really good?First of all, if it takes some intensity of heat to
keep food cooking for barely a minute or two, it may be worth it. Secondly, not all foods require
much cooking to be edible. So – there! You can have mug recipes ready within no time, whether
through fast means of cooking or by using ingredients that call for minimal cooking.The most
common means of cooking a meal fast today is the microwave. Does this mode of cooking
cause massive loss of valuable nutrients?Well, the simple answer is no. Without a doubt, when
you use a microwave, you lose minimal nutrients, if any. Here are some facts you need to
know:Using a microwave to cook your meals does not cause loss of nutrients. It only cuts your
cooking time down to a quarter compared to cooking on an open flame.If you put some little
water in your mug before you begin cooking, you will lose even less of the nutrients. Reason?
The reason is that the little water that you add contributes to the steam that keeps circulating in
your mug. This means that the food is cooking from within with the nutrients remaining right
in.Practical cases:i) Consider spinachSpinach loses about 70% of its total folic acid when you
cook it over a normal flame, say, a stove. And what happens when you put your spinach in a
mug, add a little water, and cook it in your microwave? Amazing! Your spinach retains most of its
original folic acid. In fact this fast cooking has more than one advantage.ii) Consider
baconWhenever you cook bacon over a griddle, particularly when you want it to go crisp, it ends
up producing nitrosamines – chemicals that are not very body friendly. How about when you put
some bacon in a mug and cook it in a microwave? Well, those unfriendly chemicals are
minimal.Generally speaking, most foods retain their nutritional value when cooked in a
microwave. You just need to put your ingredients in a mug, drip some water in, cover your food
tightly, and get on with the cooking. Your food will be just as delicious and just as nutritious as if
you cooked it with the best conventional means – only that you will have cooked your mug
recipes faster.Is all material alright in the microwave?Of course, not every material is safe or
great in the microwave. There are some that will be too hot to handle and even some that can
trigger a fire. Still, others can produce toxic gases. So you need to be selective. Here are some
microwave safe items you could use:Certain glass mugs and platesCeramic mugs and
platesPaper platesPaper towelsPaper napkinsParchment paperHere are the no-no items when it
comes to microwave cooking:Aluminium materialBrown paper materialPlastic containers used
for cold storagePlastic containers meant to be used only onceUtensils that are foam insulated.
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COW-ley GAL, “Good Recipes. Very interesting. Being a cook for 2 people is sometimes a
challenge because you do not want the same thing several days in a row. This gives ideas for
deserts and are only 1 days meal. Thanks for the tips.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Omgosh this is good. So far every recipe that I have tried, does not
disappoint, I have even tried the cake ones with cup to cup gluten free flours and it still works out
yummy.”

Mn, “Mug meals. Wow well written and inspiring. I want to get a bunch of mugs ready in advance
for quick meals or desserts. And they will be healthy!!! The only addition please put weight
measurements in to pounds also”

William S. Lis, “It was fun to try.. Interesting ideas. We tried some of the recipes and were
pleased with the results. However, I doubt they will ever be so popular as to challenge the old
tried and true recipes.”

Stratsurvivor, “Fast eats. Healthy. Easy. What's not to like?. Great beginner mug cook book. Long
on details, but I wish there were more recipes... if you haven't tried mug cooking, get this book,
try the recipes, save time, and eat!”

sallyann cole, “Fab book. For those people who are very busy, this is an excellent book, Not only
does it give you recipes but teaches you nutritional values of foods.”

The book by Sara Quessenberry has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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